This paper seeks to reveal the existence of the modern literary genre of Minangkabau, in the repertoire of modern Indonesian literature. Modern Minangkabau literature was detected existed since the 1930s through the printed media of the time. But the genre only showed its entity in the 1960s through Nasrul Siddik's short stories recorded in *Saputangan Sirah Baragi* (1966). The anthology of this short story gives a firm limit to the existence of the Minangkabau modern literary genre, and the kaba genre by strengthening its epigons in local print media, such as writers in the *Aman Makmur* newspaper, *Singgalang*, *Semangat*, and so on in the modern Indonesian literary horizon. So that it becomes a new hegemony in the modern Minangkabau literature repertoire in particular.

**INTRODUCTION**

Early Indonesian literature was inseparable from various polemics. The earliest literary polemic arose in what is referred to as the "Literary Crisis "(Eneste, 1982). Apart from that, the dominance of Lekra writers who were affiliated with the PKI to other writers with different idealism. Lekra seeks to dominate their ideological opponents, such as universal humanism which also seeks to strengthen its new hegemony as the voice of the proletariat(Damono, 1999). The peak was the PRRI event, even after the PRRI the PKI people were still the perpetrators of domination.

1950s-1960s literary works which were produced in Indonesian gave birth to ideological challenges from writers who wrote in their regional languages in various local media (Simon, 2004). According to Mustamar, mass media in Indonesia, such as newspapers, magazines and tabloids (regional and national) that have literary rubrics, tend to publish modern literature, thus local literature tends to be marginalized (Mustamar and Macaryus, 2012).
While the birth of the world of modern Indonesian literature at the beginning of the 20th century in the womb of the Minangkabau realm and its author through the author of "foster children" Balai Pustaka, or "Roman Picisan" Penjiaran Ilmoe, not only gave birth to a new spirit and new genres. But more than that, the new genre helped the process of negotiating traditional values with modernity which formed a new form of old Minangkabau literature. This form follows the flow of "new " Indonesian literary modernity, such as short stories, poems, and even novels. Matoe Saijo, one magazine published in the late 1930s in Matur, Kab. Agam, made a rubric of "Kesusateraan Baru" which contained an essay entitled Si Bisoe Barasijan. This essay is a children's story in the Minangkabau language, as well as the originator of the birth of modern Minangkabau literature.

**METHOD**

In his writings in the Padang Ekspres newspaper, Suryadi (2017) said that the existence of modern Minangkabau literature is between existent and non-existent. He further viewed the existence of what is called modern Minangkabau literature that was not (read: not yet) formulated explicitly and scientifically. No critic or researcher has dared to state when, who and what works are referred to as modern Minangkabau literature or writers. What is the concept that composes modern Minangkabau literature? Where are the limits? And what is the object of modern Minangkabau literature? Just speculation. Although Suryadi acknowledged that modern Minangkabau literary embryos had emerged in the last quarter of the 20th century. Likewise with the definition of Minangkabau modern literature. So far there is no exact definition that can be a reference regarding modern Minangkabau literature. Literally, modern Minangkabau literature can be defined, based on three words. Literature, modern, and Minangkabau. Literature can be said as a work of art that has language as media. Modern refers to a time that surpasses traditional, especially in the use of technology to facilitate human interests. Whereas Minangkabau is an entity owned by a tribe. Thus, modern Minangkabau literature can be understood simply as a literary work originating from the Minangkabau ethnic group and has been packaged with a set of media and technology such as mass media.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the literature that came from the Minangkabau literary space was different from the traditional literature that was delivered by word of mouth, like the kaba which was sung (Djamaris, 2002). The literature was then packaged in book form. The recorded work shows a new literary expression that is different from before. Different in terms of themes, characterizations, characters, and so on. These expressions can appear through any media, such as Pujangga Baru generation that appears from a magazine of the same name. Pujangga Baru appears as the antithesis of Balai Pustaka, as the result of Dutch colonialism, through freedom of expression in the country's children's literature. Pujangga Baru invited new poets, writers and intellectuals to reform modern Indonesian literature with two lines; art for art, and art for people's consciousness (Yulia, 2018).

The egoism for Gramsci is used in seeing social class interactions with other social classes in a society, which depart from the viewpoint of Marx's domination. But if domination is carried out with violence, Gramsci considers violence in domination as not going to last long. So that power and dominance are able to survive, what is needed is negotiation, agreement, approval, and awareness (Ahyar, 2015). For Gramsci, hegemony refers to the notion of a sociopolitical situation, in its terminology the 'moment ’ in where philosophy and social society practice fused in a state of balance (Puria, Nezar, and Arief Andi, 2015). According to Gramsci, political action, rather than simple introducing, that politics is an autonomous activity in the context of the historical development of material forces. For him, politics is the center of human activity, with a single consciousness
coming into contact with the world and social life with all its forms ((Patria, Nezar, and Arief Andi, 2015).

In West Sumatra the literature itself is at least presented in three themes. Literary works born in West Sumatra at that time were present as what was called by Faruk as a product of sentimentalism (Faruk, 1997). Literary works of writers, such as AA Navis, Soewardi Idris, Rusli Marzuki Saria (RMS), and so on were born from the incompatibility of the ideal world with the real world. Their works tell a gap that gave birth to irony and sarcastic stories. Wisran Hadi noted that the works of modern Indonesian literature who was born in West Sumatra during the period - 1950s until early 1960 - late more themed tragic, irony, grim and romantic (Hadi, 2008).

Besides those various events that took place in Indonesia, such as the PRRI incident in West Sumatra in particular inspired many writers to express their experiences through literary works published through regional newspapers, such as Respublika. Leon Agusta stated that "a lot of young poets have sprung up to fill the Respublika poetry room in Padang. As if the civil war was the cause of the birth of young people who chose poetry to express the content of their heart (Agusta, 2016). The condition of upheaval or civil war is full of gloom, this irony also underlies the birth of some popular works at that time such as AA Navis with Robohnya Surau Kami, Suwardi Idris with works from Dari Puncak Gunung Talang, Rusli Marzuki Saria with Monumen Safari, and several authors with his works other.

In the context of the presence of the modern Minangkabau literary genre there are at least two books that should be referred to as the monument to its presence, Saputangan Sirah Baragi (1966) by Nasrul Siddik, and Carito Tek Siar; Indak Tau Diatah Takunyah (2015) by Adriyetti Amir. In addition, other references are various sections of "Sastra Minangkabau" in various local media, such as Canang, Haluan, Singgaling, Semangat, and so on. The later writings were proof of the success of Nasrul Siddik's short stories, becoming a new dominance. Many epigons, followers, or traditional intellectuals emerged after the Saputangan Sirah Baragi.

Saputangan Sirah Baragi written by Nasrul Siddik is the cornerstone of the existence of modern Minangkabau literature. The work of Nasrul Siddik Saputangan Sirah Baragi in his journey seeks to become a common sense because of his ideas that are outside the ideological context of his time (Agusta, 2016). The anthology of this short story consists of two pages of folio photos. The photo code starts from the front page with numbering IMG_0170, then the book description page with numbering IMG_0173, then the table of contents with the code IMG_0174, and then enters the short story with the code IMG_0175 to 0227. On the last sheet there is a book promotion and comments against the Saputangan Sirah Baragi book by Nazif Basir.


In general, the themes raised in the above work cover the issue of urban youth romance, the role of new social status, a very materialistic life, strong urban lifestyles, and untraditional values. In this work Nasrul Siddik is strong in the use of direct or straightforward, satirical, critical language styles. Even Mursal Esten (1993) and Sudarmoko (2015) state the style of
Nasrul Siddik's written language is very strong with kato malereang, full of satire in the metaphor of the story.

Therefore Nasrul Siddik was present as an organic intellectual, as Gramsci intended "All men are intellectuals, one could therefore say, but not all have a society of functions of intellectuals" (Gramsci, 2001). Intellectuals or scholars are those who are involved in developing and disseminating knowledge, and those who articulate the values that apply in society. In this sense, every society has intellectuals, including also in civil society, such as chiefs, religious leaders and writers (Adam and Jesica, 2000).

Nasrul Siddik actively articulates the common sense of Minangkabau people, especially those packaged in short stories in literary works. The values packaged by Nasrul Siddik were then socialized without stopping by the Respublika newspaper. The theme of Nasrul Siddik's work is no longer the same as the themes of the local canon literature of the time, such as the works of A. A Navis, Motinggo Busye, RMS, Suwardi Idris, which were gloomy, irony and full of grief. Nasrul Siddik even packed the grief with laughter. For Nasrul Siddik the problem of life will be even more severe if carried too long, so laughing at the problem is one way to make it easier to find answers. The narration of character life issues in Nasrul Siddik's short stories punctuated joke, joke word selection or lapau words strengthen the Minangkabau character.

Themes like this turned out to be able to influence the Minang community so that their followers were born, what Gramsci called traditional intellectuals as mentioned above. The way to speak the work of Nasrul Siddik is relaxed, not patronizing, slowly negotiating the local literary canon culture. With the presence of literary works with different themes and followed by many subsequent writers, proving that slowly Nasrul Siddik managed to get a position and gave birth to modern Minangkabau literature as a new hegemony in the local literary space.

The works of Nasrul Siddik, no longer having the theme of fear, the gloom after the upheaval that had become popular became the theme of the literature at that time. For Nasrul Siddik the losing mentality is time to leave. That there is no advantage in remembering the wound. This understanding was also obtained by Nasrul Siddik when there was a refusal by PRRI actors on Soewardi Idris's short stories with the theme of the PRRI upheaval. Nasrul Siddik came out of the local literary theme with the theme of bitterness, then raised contemporary themes and modernity, through Saputangan Sirah Baragi. The writings of Minangkabau-speaking Nasrul Siddik and discussing the issue of modern Minangkabau, followed by many writers such as Intan Sinaro, Enggak Bahaoeddin, Tan Mahmud, N. St. Diateh. They wrote serials, short stories, rhymes, and others in the "Lagak Langgam Minang " rubric (Semangat, 1970), "Gajeboh Padang ", "Pantun Basauik ", and "Lagak Padang " (Aneka Minang, 1970), which then continued Wisran Hadi, Adriyetti Amir and many more.
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Additionally, in Haluan newspaper, there is rubric "Minangkaubu Klasik". This rubric contains writings about classical kaba or Minangkabau writings such as myths and folklore that have not been written basically. One of Rivai Marlaut's writings was titled Talago Sunyi Ado Pahuni which was published on September 21, 1975. This article was published in three editions.


The epigons of Nasrul Siddik in Semangat newspaper , There are in the rubric of Lagak Langgam Minangkaubu , with the writers, Tan Mahmud with the story: “Kecewa Den Deknyo”
Some examples of epigon presented here prove that **Saputangan Sirah Baragi** short stories became references by writers in their work. These writers do not only imitate themes, languages, and language styles. Even the way the writing of the epigons by Nasrul Siddik followed him.

**CONCLUSIONS**

**Saputangan Sirah Baragi** is a literary work of Nasrul Siddik that shook local popular literature. **Saputangan Sirah Baragi** is present in contradiction with the popular feature of local literary works in West Sumatra. This difference made **Saputangan Sirah Baragi** get a lot of attention, not only from writers or writers by adopting, intertext, repetition from various sides, such as languages and themes. **Saputangan Sirah Baragi** also received attention from researchers such as Nigel Phillips, Mursal Esten, Suryadi and Sodarmoko.

The presence of Nasrul Siddik with his **Saputangan Sirah Baragi** for about five years has brought new hegemony in the written tradition of modern Minangkabau literature, especially the writers of local literary literature in newspapers published in West Sumatra, such as Lagak Langgam Minang, Carito Caro Awak, and the like to this day. "Epigonism " towards Nasrul Siddik and Saputangan Sirah Baragi was enough for the writer to state the existence of modern Minangkabau literature.

Therefore, through **Saputangan Sirah Baragi**, Nasrul Siddik has succeeded in occupying a position as what is called organic intellectual Gramsci born from civil society, offering new themes and styles in literature so that he is able to become popular while building new hegemony.
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